AIRCOACH

NEW DIMENSIONS IN EXECUTIVE GROUND TRANSPORT
The AirCoach Travel Dimension

Travel to and from the airport for many business executives it has become the awkward—at times even grueling—segment of that business jet trip. Crowded taxis and limousines force the splitting up of travel groups; luggage capacities are strained; and—in winter—overcoats add their bulk to a discomforting experience.

There is a better way. AirCoach, the perfect complement to the comfort, convenience and capacity of the modern business jet aircraft, is available now from Airstream, Inc.—world-renowned builders of quality travel vehicles.

The 10-12 passenger AirCoach is sized right-on for business jet travel groups, presenting a whole new dimension in spaciousness, comfort, and travel ease. It is large enough to keep working groups together during travel between plant and office. Yet AirCoach is neither ostentatious nor conspicuous. Indeed, AirCoach is far less conspicuous on the road than the traditional limousine.
The Ground Transport Complement to the Comfort, Convenience and Capacity of the Business Jet Aircraft

- Spacious comfort with all the elegance and luxury of business jet travel.
- Quiet, climate-controlled ambience... a smooth stable ride— even at highway speeds.
- Highway safety is enhanced... less conspicuous than a limousine.
- Performs multiple duties in local ground transport service.
- Airstream quality, Airstream reliability, Airstream support— your assurance of lasting value.

Welcome Aboard
Climb aboard, and experience something new in executive ground transport. Note the feeling of elegance, spaciousness and comfort. The flat floor, ‘six-foot-two’ overhead clearance, and large windows offering a ‘stand-up-and-stretch’ roominess that’s sure to delight the aircraft passenger. Your topcoat? You’ll find a wardrobe at the rear of the coach. Ease into any one of the 12 comfortable seats, and just relax. Every AirCoach seat offers ‘first-class’ seating comfort, but the right front ‘copilot’s seat has something extra. It’s a panoramic view of the road that’s guaranteed to disel any lingering post-flight claustrophobia. Sunlight too bright? or simply a need for privacy? Decorator blinds on the AirCoach windows allow one to vary the degree of light right down to complete interior privacy. Individual reading lights allow ‘night riders’ the opportunity to read or work, without disturbing those who elect to nap.

The color-coordinated carpeting, headliner, and upholstery are of the finest materials: the cabinetry is natural walnut, the craftsmanship and fit are exemplary. It fully reflects the interior decor and ambience of the finest aircraft interiors. Indeed, some AirCoach operators have opted to match the interior of their new AirCoach with that of their aircraft.

The Open Road
A ride in the AirCoach demonstrates performance, exceptional roadhandling, and driving ease. The thrust: a powerful V-8 engine with automatic transmission and dual-wheel rear drive. Suspension: a tuned air-suspension system in combination with an aerodynamically contoured aluminum body for a remarkably sway-free ride. The brakes: four-wheel discs for safe sure stopping. First-time AirCoach passengers invariably are most impressed with the hushed sound levels— even at highway speeds. Interior noise levels are far lower than those experienced aboard business aircraft. The conversation is easy, be it serious business, or just relaxed banter over a backgammon board.

A quiet atmosphere makes for easy listening, and music lovers can enthral to Bach, rock, bop or bluegrass. A stereo tape system: it’s standard on AirCoach. A video tape system is available as an option.
Creature Comforts
AirCoach travelers—whether departing the ramp at Dallas in July, or Duluth in January—enjoy comfortable four-season climate control. Both heating and cooling air are evenly distributed about the coach interior, and the central air-conditioning system incorporates two independent cooling units. This “dual-source” design assures adequate cooling in hot weather, and all-important system redundancy. Refreshments anyone? Limousines offer passengers limited refreshments, but it’s nothing at all like AirCoach. A refreshment center with coffee-maker, ice maker, refrigerator, and, yes, the kitchen sink is standard on every AirCoach. A cool drink? A cup of hot coffee or tea? Even a light snack? AirCoach travelers deserve it.
Completing our list of creature comforts is a full-size, private lavatory (complete with wet vanity) at the rear of the AirCoach. The very presence of the ‘on-board’ lav contributes to passenger comfort and well-being. No more boarding delays, no more urgent ‘rest stop’ commands. It’s the AirCoach travel dimension.

AirCoach Service
A nationwide service network exists for the AirCoach’s dependable GM chassis and high performance (454 CID) V8, gasoline-fueled engine. Service facilities for AirCoach are provided throughout North America, and Airstream maintains a factory-direct support program developed over a half-century of customer service.

Airstream Value
Over a 50-year span, Airstream has built more than 100,000 travel vehicles, and a worldwide reputation for quality, over-the-road dependability and value. Airstream motor vehicles have logged millions of road miles, and have consistently maintained the highest resale values. The AirCoach: it is a sound transportation investment, built for years of dependable service, at surprisingly low cost-per-seat-mile.
Find out how the AirCoach from Airstream can add new dimensions to your executive ground travel needs.
For full details, including complete specifications, options and price, write or call.

Commercial Vehicle Division,
Airstream
Jackson Center, Ohio 45334
Telephone: 513/596-6111

An Aeronautical Heritage
The AirCoach is a direct descendant of the world-famous Airstream travel trailer, a product of aeronautical engineering design. Actually wind-tunnel tested, the double-wall aluminum, semi-monocoque construction has set the industry standard for light weight and aerodynamic efficiency.
This basic design—with continual product improvement over a 50-year span—has an unchallenged reputation for efficiency, performance, quality, and value.

Commercial Vehicles
The AirCoach is just one of a line of special purpose vehicles offered by the Commercial Vehicle division of Airstream. These vehicles—all built to the same high standards as the AirCoach—serve industry in a wide range of roles. In the healthcare field, they operate as mobile testing laboratories. Industry employs them as equipment demonstration vehicles. Land-development concerns use them as 22-seat touring coaches.
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